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Neuromorphic engineering combines the architectural and computational principles of systems neuroscience with semiconductor electronics, with the aim of building efficient and compact devices that mimic the
synaptic and neural machinery of the brain. The energy consumptions
promised by neuromorphic engineering are extremely low, comparable
to those of the nervous system. Until now, however, the neuromorphic
approach has been restricted to relatively simple circuits and specialized functions, thereby obfuscating a direct comparison of their energy
consumption to that used by conventional von Neumann digital machines solving real-world tasks. Here we show that a recent technology
developed by IBM can be leveraged to realize neuromorphic circuits that
operate as classifiers of complex real-world stimuli. Specifically, we provide a set of general prescriptions to enable the practical implementation
of neural architectures that compete with state-of-the-art classifiers. We
also show that the energy consumption of these architectures, realized
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on the IBM chip, is typically two or more orders of magnitude lower
than that of conventional digital machines implementing classifiers with
comparable performance. Moreover, the spike-based dynamics display a
trade-off between integration time and accuracy, which naturally translates into algorithms that can be flexibly deployed for either fast and
approximate classifications, or more accurate classifications at the mere
expense of longer running times and higher energy costs. This work finally proves that the neuromorphic approach can be efficiently used in
real-world applications and has significant advantages over conventional
digital devices when energy consumption is considered.

1 Introduction
Recent developments in digital technology and machine learning are enabling computers to perform an increasing number of tasks that were once
solely the domain of human expertise, such as recognizing a face in a picture
or driving a car in city traffic. These are impressive achievements, but we
should keep in mind that the human brain carries out tasks of such complexity using only a small fraction of the energy needed by conventional
computers, the difference in energy consumption often being of several
orders of magnitude. This suggests that one way to reduce energy consumption is to design machines by taking inspiration from the biological
brain, an approach that Carver Mead proposed in the late 1980s (Mead,
1989) and that is known as neuromorphic engineering. Mead’s idea was to
use very-large-scale integration (VLSI) technology to build electronic circuits that mimic the architecture of the nervous system. The first electronic
devices inspired by this concept were analog circuits that exploited the subthreshold properties of transistors to emulate the biophysics of real neurons.
Today the term neuromorphic refers to any analog, digital, or hybrid VLSI
system whose design principles are inspired by those of biological neural
systems (Indiveri et al., 2011).
Neuromorphic hardware has convincingly demonstrated its potential
for energy efficiency, as proven by devices that consume as little as a
few picojoules per spike (Livi & Indiveri, 2009; Rangan, Ghosh, Aparin,
& Cauwenberghs, 2010; Chicca, Stefanini, & Indiveri, 2014; McDonnell,
Boahen, Ijspeert, & Sejnowski, 2014). Until a few years ago, however, these
devices contained a relatively small number of neurons and synapses, and
they could typically perform only simple and specialized tasks, making it
difficult to directly compare their energy consumption to that of conventional digital machines.
The situation has recently changed with the development of large-scale
neuromorphic architectures which contain enough units to potentially perform complex real-world tasks (Benjamin et al., 2014; Painkras et al., 2013;
Pfeil et al., 2013; Neftci, Das, Pedroni, Kreutz-Delgado, & Cauwenberghs,
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2014; Neftci, Pedroni, Joshi, Al-Shedivat, & Cauwenberghs, 2015; O’Connor,
Neil, Liu, Delbruck, & Pfeiffer, 2013; Hussain & Basu, 2016). Our analysis
focuses on one of the latest generations of such neuromorphic platforms,
the IBM TrueNorth processor recently introduced by Merolla et al. (2014).
The energy consumption of TrueNorth was estimated with the implementation of a complex recurrent neural network showing spontaneous activity,
and it was shown to be 105 times smaller than the energy consumption of
an optimized simulator of the exact same network running on a generalpurpose microprocessor (Merolla et al., 2014). While this is a huge difference, the comparison could be considered unfair because general-purpose
microprocessors have not been designed to simulate neuromorphic systems. To make a fairer comparison, we estimated the energy consumption
of the TrueNorth and a conventional digital machine during the execution
of a complex task. Specifically, we considered a few standard classification
tasks and compared the energy consumption of the TrueNorth with that
of state-of-the-art conventional digital devices simulating either a support
vector machine (SVM) or a neural network that was functionally equivalent
to the one implemented on the TrueNorth. We trained TrueNorth, the SVM,
and the neural network to solve the same task, and we compared energy
consumptions at equal classification performance. Our analysis shows that
our chip-implemented classifier uses two or more orders of magnitude less
energy than current digital machines. These results show the deployment
of a neuromorphic device able to solve a complex task while meeting the
claims of energy efficiency by the neuromorphic engineering community
for the last few decades.
2 Results
We chose pattern classification as an example of a complex task because of
the availability of well-established benchmarks. A classifier takes an input,
like the image of a handwritten character and returns one element out
of a set of discrete classes, like the set of digits. To train and evaluate our
classifiers, we used three different data sets consisting of images of different
complexity (see Figure 1a).
We start by describing the architecture of the classifier that we plan to
implement on the neuromorphic chip. The classifier is a feedforward neural network with three layers of neurons, and it can be simulated on a
traditional digital computer. We will call this network the neural classifier to
distinguish it from its final chip implementation, which requires adapting
the architecture to the connectivity constraints imposed by the hardware.
The neural classifier also differs from the final hardware implementation
in two more aspects. First, the neural classifier employs neurons with a
continuous activation function, whereas the IBM neuromorphic chip emulates spiking neurons. Second, the chip’s synapses have limited precision,
whereas the neural classifier could take advantage of the double precision
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Figure 1: Data sets, architecture of the classifier, architecture of a single core,
and chip implementation. (a) Samples of the three data sets used to evaluate the
performance of our classifier. MNIST contains handwritten digits (10 classes);
MNIST-back-image contains the digits of the MNIST data set on a background
patch extracted randomly from a set of 20 images downloaded from the Internet;
LaTeX contains distorted versions of 293 characters used in the LaTeX document
preparation system. For more details about the data sets, see the appendix.
(b) Architecture of the neural network classifier. The images to classify are
preprocessed and represented as patterns of activity of a population of Nin input
neurons (left, black dots). These input neurons send random projections to a
second layer of N randomly connected neurons (RCNs) (green circles), which
transform nonlinearly their synaptic inputs into firing activity. The activity of
the RCNs is then read out by a third layer of neurons, each trained to respond
to only one class (red circles). (c) Architecture of a single core in the chip.
Horizontal lines represent inputs, which are provided by the axons of neurons
projecting to the core. Vertical lines represent the dendrites of the neurons in
the core. There is only one dendrite per neuron. Active synapses are shown as
dots in a particular axon-dendrite junction. The synaptic input collected by the
dendrites is integrated and transduced into spike activity at the soma (filled
squares on top), and the resulting spikes are sent via the neuron’s axon to a
particular input line, not necessarily on the same core. Blue lines represent the
flow of input and output signals. The panel includes an example of internal
connection: the upmost axon carries the output activity of the leftmost neuron
in the core (other connections are left unspecified). (d) Implementation of the
neural network classifier in a chip with connectivity constraints. The input is
fed into all the cores in the RCN layer (shaded blue), whose neurons project
to the input lines of readout cores (shaded yellow) in a one-to-one manner
(green curves). The outputs of the readout units are combined together offline
to generate the response of the output neuron (shaded red). See the text for the
description of the different modules.
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floating point representations used in digital computers. Despite these differences, the functionality of the neural classifier and its final chip implementation is approximately the same, as we show. We will explain the
procedures for adapting the architecture of the neural classifier into its chip
implementation as a contribution in its own right, since they can be used to
implement generic neural systems on other hardware substrates.
2.1 Architecture of the Neural Classifier. Figure 1b illustrates the threelayer neural classifier. The first layer encodes the preprocessed input and
projects to the neurons in the intermediate layer through connections with
random weights. We aptly call the neurons in the intermediate layer randomly connected neurons (RCNs). Each such RCN receives a synaptic current given by a randomly weighted sum of the inputs and transforms it
into activation levels in a nonlinear way—in our case, through a linear rectification function: f (x) = x if x > 0, and 0 otherwise. The combination of a
random mixing of the inputs and a nonlinear input-output transformation
efficiently expands the dimensionality of the resulting signal (see Jaeger
& Haas, 2004; Buonomano & Maass, 2009; Barak, Rigotti, & Fusi, 2013),
thereby increasing the chances that downstream neurons can discriminate
signals belonging to distinct classes. This discrimination is carried out by
a set of output units in the last layer, which compute a weighted sum of
the RCNs activity with a set of weights trained so that each output unit
responds to one separate class (one-versus-all code). Details are given in
the Appendix. Once the network is trained, a class is assigned to each input
pattern according to which output unit exhibits the highest activation.
2.2 Chip Implementation of the Neural Classifier. We implemented
the neural classifier on the IBM neuromorphic chip described in Arthur et al.
(2012) and Merolla et al. (2014). The first step for converting the abstract
neural classifier into an explicit chip implementation is to transform the
input patterns into a format compatible with the spike-based coding of
the TrueNorth system. For this, we simply employ a firing rate code and
convert the integer value of every input component into a spike train with
a proportional number of spikes, a prescription that is commonly used
in neurocomputational models such as the neural engineering framework
(Eliasmith et al., 2012). Specifically, input patterns are preprocessed and
formatted into 256-dimensional vectors representing the firing activity of
the input layer (identically to the preprocessing step applied in the neural
classifier; see the appendix). This vector of activities is then used to generate
256 regular-firing spike trains that are fed into a set of cores with random
and sparse connectivity. This set of cores constitutes the RCN layer. As in the
neural classifier, all neurons in the RCN layer receive synaptic inputs that
consist of randomly weighted combinations of the input and transform their
synaptic inputs into firing activity according to a nonlinear function. On the
chip, this function is given by the neuronal current-to-rate transduction,
which approximates a linear-rectification function (Fusi & Mattia, 1999).
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We also face the problem of mapping the original connectivity matrix
on the chip. Discriminating the inputs coming from the RCN layer requires
each output unit to read from the whole layer of RCNs, which in our implementation can contain as many as 214 neurons. Moreover, all readout
connections have to be set at the weights computed by the training procedure. These requirements exceed the constraints set by the chip design in
terms of the maximal number of both incoming and outgoing connections
per neuron, as well as the resolution and the freedom with which synaptic
weights can be set. We next present a set of prescriptions that will allow us
to circumvent these limitations and successfully instantiate our neural classifier on the IBM system. The prescriptions are described in relation to the
TrueNorth architecture, but the types of constraints they solve are shared
by any physical implementations of neural systems, whether biological or
electronic. It is therefore instructive to discuss in some detail the constraints
and the prescriptions to overcome them, as they can be easily extended to
other settings.
2.2.1 Constraints on Connectivity. The IBM chip is organized in cores, and
each core contains 256 integrate-and-fire neurons and 256 input lines. The
intersections between the dendrites of neurons and the input lines form a
crossbar matrix of programmable synapses (see Figure 1c). Each neuron can
connect to other neurons by projecting its axon (output) to a single input
line at the same core or at a different core. With this hardware design, the
maximum number of incoming connections per neuron, or fan in, is 256.
Likewise, the maximal number of outgoing connections per neuron, or fan
out, is 256, with the additional constraint that each outgoing connection is
restricted to target neurons of a same core.
2.2.2 Constraints on Synaptic Weight Precision. Synapses can be inactive
or active, and the weight of an active synapse is selected from a set of four
values available to each neuron. The values available are signed integers
of 9-bit precision and may differ from neuron to neuron. Which of the
four values is assigned to an active synapse depends on the input line:
all synapses on the same input line are assigned an index that determines
which of the four values is taken by each synapse (e.g., if the index assigned
to an input line is 2, all synapses on the input line take the second value of
the set of four available synaptic weights assigned to each neuron).
2.2.3 Prescription to Overcome the Constraints on Connectivity. In our neural classifier, each unit in the input layer has to project to N RCNs, which
is typically much larger than the fan-out limit of the chip. This limitation
can be easily circumvented by cloning the input layer as many times as
necessary to cover all the projections to RCN neurons (see Figure 2a). The
opposite problem occurs at the readout layer: each output unit must be innervated from many more neurons than the fan-in limit. This problem can
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Figure 2: Architectural prescriptions to overcome connectivity constraints.
(a) Example of replication of inputs to circumvent fan-out constraints. We want
to implement a network with two input units (filled circles, identified with
numbers) and four output units (empty circles, identified with letters) on a
support with fan-out limited to two (note that this example is chosen for illustrative purposes; for TrueNorth, the fan-out is one output line, which targets
256 neurons. In both cases, the strategy to deal with fan-out constraints is the
same.) The original network violates the fan-out constraint at the input layer,
but it can be still implemented on hardware by replicating (cloning) the input
layer as many times as necessary to innervate all output units. Of course, this
prescription has a cost in terms of total number of neurons, which can be significantly larger than in the original architecture. (b) Example of partial sum of
outputs to circumvent fan-in constraints. We want to implement a network of
four input units and two output units on a support with fan-in limited to two.
Although the original network violates the fan-in constraint at the output layer,
we can implement the network on constrained hardware by introducing an
intermediate layer of units that evaluate the partial contributions to the output.
For this to work, the units in the intermediate layer have to operate in a linear
regime. (c) Representation of a single synaptic weight on a set of synapses. An
input line (horizontal) crosses the set of 24 dendrites that we assign to a given
synaptic weight. The dendrites are subdivided in four groups of six synaptic
contacts each. Under each axon-dendrite contact is a square that indicates the
potential synaptic strength at the site (see the color map at the bottom right).
Only the contacts marked with a dot are active. In this case the synaptic value
instantiated is 19. See text for details.

be solved by splitting the innervations to the output units so that the fan-in
limit is respected, and then have a set of intermediate units compute in
parallel different portions of the output (see Figure 2b, intermediate layer).
The intermediate layer therefore computes a set of indepedendent “partial
outputs,” which can then be summed by a downstream neuron whose activity will be the same as that of the original output unit (see Figure 2b,
rightmost layer). If the total number of the partial inputs exceeds the fan-in
limit, we can iterate the prescription by introducing additional intermediate
layers. The number of additional layers scales only logarithmically with the
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number of RCNs. For simplicity, we did not implement this tree on chip,
and we summed off-chip the partial inputs represented by the firing activity
of readout neurons.
Notice that this prescription requires readout neurons to respond approximately linearly to their inputs, a configuration that can be easily achieved
by tuning readout neurons to operate in the linear regime of their current-torate transduction function (the regime in which their average input current
is positive; Fusi & Mattia, 1999). An integrate-and-fire neuron operating in
this regime basically implements delta-sigma modulation, which is used
to transform an analog signal (in our case, the total synaptic current) into
a stream of pulses. Notice that the linearity prescription strongly relies on
the assumption that information is encoded in the firing rates of neurons; if
the spiking inputs happen to be highly synchronized and synchronization
encodes important information, this approach will not work.
2.2.4 Prescription to Overcome the Constraints on Synaptic Weight Precision.
Reducing the weight precision after learning usually causes only moderate
drops in classification performance. For example, the number of random
uncorrelated patterns that can be learned by a classifier does not drop substantially by reducing the number of synaptic states, even when there are
only two of them (Sompolinsky, 1986). In contrast, the drop in performance
is catastrophically larger when the weight precision is limited during learning (Amit & Fusi, 1994; Fusi, 2002), and in some situations the learning
problem may even become NP-complete (Garey & Johnson, 1979). In our
case, readout weights were first determined off-chip, using digital conventional computers that operate on double-precision floating point numbers
(64 bits) and then quantized on an integer scale for the chip implementation.
The performance drop is almost negligible for a sufficient number of synaptic levels. Readout weights were quantized on an integer scale between −28
and 28. Each quantized weight was then implemented as the sum of four
groups of six synaptic contacts each, where each contact in the group can
be either inactive (value 0) or activated at one of the six values: ±1, ±2, ±4
(see Figure 2c).
There are multiple ways to express the quantized weight in this setting.
The value 19, for instance, can be decomposed as (4 + 1) + (4 + 1) + (4 +
1) + (4) or (2) + (4 + 2) + (4 + 2) + (4 + 1). We solved this multiplicity by
choosing the decomposition that is closest to a balanced assignment of
the weights across the four groups (e.g., 19 = (4 + 1) + (4 + 1) + (4 + 1) +
(4)). This strategy requires that each original synapse be represented by
24 synapses. We implemented this strategy by replicating each readout
neuron 24 times and distributing each original weight across 24 different
dendritic trees. These synaptic inputs are then summed together by the
offline summation of all readout neuron activities that correspond to the
partial inputs to a specific output unit (see the appendix for details). A
similar strategy can be used to implement networks with synaptic weights
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that have an even larger number of levels; in that case, the number of
additional synapses would scale only logarithmically with the total number
of levels. It is crucial, however, to limit individual synapses to low values
in order to avoid synchronization between neurons. This is why we limited
to four the maximum synaptic value of individual synapses in the chip.
2.3 Classification Performance and Speed-Accuracy Trade-Off. Our
neuromorphic classifier implemented on the TrueNorth chip was emulated
on a simulator developed by IBM. Because the TrueNorth chip is entirely
digital, the simulator reproduces exactly the behavior of the chip (Arthur
et al., 2012). In Figure 3a we show the dynamics of two typical runs of the
simulator classifying images from the MNIST-back-image data set. Upon
image presentation, the RCNs in the intermediate layer start integrating
the input signal (not shown), and a few tens of milliseconds later, they start
emitting spikes, which are passed to the readout neurons. The figure shows
the total number of spikes emitted by the readout neurons since input
activation, after subtracting the overall activity trend caused by baseline
activity.
For simple classifications, in which the input is easily recognizable, the
readout neuron associated with the correct class is activated in less than
100 ms (see Figure 3a, top). More difficult cases require the integration of
spikes over longer time intervals, because the average synaptic inputs received by different readout neurons can be very similar (see Figure 3a,
bottom). This suggests that the performance of the classifier, as measured
by the classification accuracy on the test set, should improve with longer
integration intervals. This trade-off between speed and performance is illustrated in Figure 3b, which shows the classification performance versus
elapsed time for the MNIST and MNIST-back-image data sets. The performance increases monotonically with time until it saturates in about half
a second, with a highest performance of 97.27% for MNIST (98.2% with
10-fold bagging) and 77.30% for MNIST-back-image. These performances
are not too far from the best classification results achieved so far: 99.06%
for MNIST (using maxout networks on the permutation invariant version
of the MNIST data set, which does not exploit any prior knowledge about
the two-dimensional structure of the patterns; Goodfellow, Warde-Farley,
Mirza, Courville, & Bengio, 2013) and 77.39% for MNIST-back-image (with
support vector classifiers; Cho & Saul, 2010. Although methods combining
deep nets, feature learning, and feature selection can achieve performances
as high as 87.75%; Sohn, Zhou, Lee, & Lee, 2013).
2.4 Energy Consumption Estimates. The energy consumption of
TrueNorth depends on the spike rate, the number of active synapses, and
the average distance traveled by spikes. There is also a baseline energy consumption that depends on the number of used cores (see section D in the
appendix for more details). We will now report our estimates of the energy
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Figure 3: The neuromorphic classifier in action. (a) Spikes emitted by readout neurons during an easy (top) and a difficult (bottom) classification, after
removing the trend caused by the intrinsic constant currents. Each curve corresponds to the readout output associated with the digit indicated by the color
code. Samples are drawn from the MNIST-back-image data set. (b) Classification accuracy as a function of classification time (i.e., the time over which spikes
are integrated) and energy. The accuracy is estimated from the first 1000 test
samples of the MNIST (red) and MNIST-back-image (blue) data sets, and its
time evolution is smoothed with a causal moving average filter 30 ms long.
Each dashed horizontal line indicates the best test error achieved with support
vector classifiers for a given data set, based on the evaluation of the whole
test set. (c) Classification times for different thresholds in spike difference (as
indicated in the legend) for the MNIST and MNIST-back-image data sets. For
each threshold we plot all classification times (thin lines) as well as the sample
mean (shorter, thicker ticks on top). The performances associated with each
threshold are indicated at the y-axis. When the threshold in spike difference is
infinite (black), the classification outcome is assessed at t = 500 ms (i.e., there is
no stopping criterion). In all panels the chip uses N = 16,384 RCNs.

consumption of TrueNorth and compare them to those of a conventional
digital processor performing the same classification task and achieving approximately the same performance. In both cases, we estimate the energy
consumption by simulating the chip during a classification. This approach
allows us to consider only the energy expended by core computational units
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and ignore everything else—for example, the energy costs associated with
file access. Unfortunately, the energy estimates based on simulators can
be rather inaccurate, in particular for conventional digital processors, for
which inaccuracies can change the final estimate by a factor as big as 2 or 3
(Xi, Jacobson, Bose, Wei, & Brooks, 2015; Butko, Garibotti, Ost, & Sassatelli,
2012). It is important to remember, however, that these inaccuracies are
relatively small compared to the overall gap in energy consumption found
between TrueNorth and conventional digital processors, and therefore they
do not affect the main conclusions of our analysis.
2.5 Energy-Speed-Accuracy Trade-Off. Accuracy has a cost in terms
of energy because longer integration times entail more emitted spikes per
classification and larger baseline energy costs, which in our case is the
dominant contribution to the total energy consumption. We estimated the
energy consumption as described in section D in the appendix, and we
found that the energy per classification never exceeds 1 mJ for our network
configuration. With the energy needed to keep a 100 W light bulb lit for 1 s,
one could perform 105 classifications, which is equivalent to around one
classification per second uninterruptedly for almost one day. Notice that
this estimate is based on a classification that lasts 0.5 s and therefore does
not take into account the fact that most patterns are correctly classified in
a significantly shorter time (see Figure 3a, top). We can largely reduce the
average energy consumption by stopping the classifier as soon as one of
the output units is significantly more active than the others. To implement
this early stopping method, we monitored the cumulative activity of each
output unit by counting all the spikes emitted by the corresponding readout
neurons, and we stopped the classification when the accumulated activity of
the leading unit exceeded that of the second leading unit by some threshold.
The decision was the class associated with the leading output unit.
In Figure 3c we show the performance and the corresponding classification times for several thresholds. Low thresholds allow for faster yet less
accurate classifications. In both the MNIST and MNIST-back-image data
sets, the patterns that require long classifications times are rare. While the
performance barely changes for large enough thresholds, the average classification time can be substantially reduced by lowering the threshold. For
example, for the MNIST data set, the classification time drops by a factor
of 5 (from 500 ms to 100 ms) and so does the energy consumption (from
1 mJ to 0.2 mJ). Faster classifications are also possible by increasing either
the average firing rate or the total number of RCNs, both of which entail
an increase in energy consumption, which might be partially or entirely
compensated by the shortening of classification time. These expedients will
speed up the integration of spike counts, and as a result, the output class
will be determined faster.
In all cases, both the energy cost and the classification performance
increase with the total number of emitted spikes or, equivalently, with
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integration time (keeping the average firing rate fixed). This is a simple form
of a more general energy-speed-accuracy trade-off that has been described
in several biological information processing systems (see Lan, Sartori, Neumann, Sourjik, & Tu, 2012), and that can confer great functional flexibility
to our classifier. One advantage of basing the computation on a temporal
accumulation of spikes is that the classifier can be interrupted at any time
at the cost of reduced performance, but without compromising its function.
This is in stark contrast to some conventional clock-based centralized architectures whose mode of computation crucially relies on the completion of
entire monolithic sets of instructions. We can then envisage scenarios where
a spiking-based chip implementation of our classifier is required to flexibly
switch between precise long-latency classifications (like those involving the
identification of targets of interest) and rapid responses of limited accuracy
(like the quick avoidance of imminent danger).
Notice that both the simulated and implemented networks, although entirely feedforward, exhibit complex dynamics leading to classification times
that depend on the difficulty associated with the input. This is because neurons are spiking and the final decision requires some sort of accumulation
of evidence. When a stimulus is ambiguous, the units representing the different decisions receive similar inputs and the competition becomes harder
and longer. This type of behavior is also observed in human brains (Tang
et al., 2014).
We now focus on the comparison of energy consumption and performance between the neuromorphic classifier and more conventional digital
machines.
2.6 Energy Consumption and Performance: Comparison with Conventional Digital Machines. We compared both the classification performance and the energy consumption of TrueNorth to those obtained with
conventional digital machines. We considered two main types of conventional digital machine: a digital implementation of several support vector
machines (SVMs) and a simulation of our original neural classifier (see
Figure 1). We will refer to the latter as the digital neural classifier. SVMs
offer a reasonable comparison because they are among the most successful
and widespread techniques for solving machine-learning problems involving classification and regression (Boser, Guyon, & Vapnik, 1992; Cortes &
Vapnik, 1995; Vapnik, Golowich, & Smola, 1997), and because they can be efficiently implemented on digital machines. The comparison with the digital
neural classifier, on the other hand, allows us to compare circuits that share
the same basic architectural design but differ in their physical substrate
(neuromorphic or conventional). With this comparison, we can tell apart
the features brought about by the circuit design from those inherent to the
neuromorphic implementation. It is important to stress that we simulated
the original neural classifier, which on digital machines is not subject to any
architectural constraint (fan-in, fan-out, and limited synaptic precision).
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This means in particular that the number of neurons of the digital neural
classifier is typically much smaller than on TrueNorth. For this reason, it
was not obvious a priori that TrueNorth would be more energy efficient,
even if it used hardware that was specifically designed to implement neural
networks.
To better understand how the energy consumption scales with the complexity of the classification problem, it is useful to summarize how SVMs
work. After training, SVMs classify an input pattern according to its similarity to a set of templates, called the support vectors, which are determined by
the learning algorithm to define the boundaries between classes. The similarity is expressed in terms of the scalar product between the input vectors
and the support vectors. As argued above, we can improve classification
performance by embedding the input vectors in a higher-dimensional space
before classifying them. In this case, SVMs evaluate similarities by computing classical scalar products in the higher-dimensional space. One of the
appealing properties of SVMs is that there is no need to compute explicitly
the transformation of inputs into high-dimensional representations. Indeed,
one can skip this step and compute directly the scalar product between the
transformed vectors and templates, provided that one knows how the distances are distorted by the transformation. This is known as the kernel trick
because the similarities in a high-dimensional space can be computed and
optimized over with a kernel function applied to the inputs. Interestingly,
the kernel associated with the transformation induced by the RCNs of our
neural classifier can be computed explicitly in the limit of a large number
of RCNs (Cho & Saul, 2010). This is the kernel we used to compare the
performance of SVMs against that of our neural classifier.
Unfortunately, classifying a test input by computing its similarity to
all support vectors becomes unwieldy and computationally inefficient for
large data sets, as the number of support vectors typically scales linearly
with the size of the training set in many estimation problems (Steinwart &
Christmann, 2008). This means that the number of operations to perform,
and hence the energy consumption per classification, also scales with the
size of the training set, thereby making SVMs and kernel methods both
computationally and energetically expensive in large-scale tasks. In contrast, our neural network algorithm evaluates a test sample by means of the
transformation carried out by the RCNs. If the RCN layer comprises N neurons and the input dimension is Nin , evaluating the output of a test sample
requires O(Nin · N) synaptic events. Thus, for large sample sizes, evaluating
a test sample in the network requires far fewer operations than when using
the kernel trick, because the number is effectively independent of the size
of training set (Rahimi & Recht, 2008; Le, Sarlós, & Smola, 2013). Systems
such as ours may therefore display considerable energy advantages over
SVMs when data sets are large.
In Figure 4 we compare the energy consumption and performance of
TrueNorth to those of an SVM and the neural classifier implemented on
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Figure 4: Energy-accuracy trade-off. (a) Dependence of the classification accuracy on the number of randomly connected neurons (RCNs) in the neural classifiers and on the number of support vectors (SVs) in the SVCs, for the MNIST
data set. The neural classifiers comprise the implementation on TrueNorth and
the nonspiking neural classifier simulated on a digital machine, briefly indicated as “digital neural classifier.” We consider three different implementations
of support vector classifiers (legend code: SVC, libsvm; rSVC, reduced primal;
SVC; SVCperf, cutting plane subspace pursuit). The algorithms rSVC, SVCperf
minimize the number of support vectors (SVs). For the standard algorithm
(libsvm), the number of SVs used can go beyond the optimal value by reducing sufficiently the soft-margin parameter and pushing the classifier to overfit
the data. For reference, we indicate the best performance achieved by the digital neural classifier with a horizontal red dashed line. (b) Dependence of the
classification accuracy on the energy consumption. For TrueNorth the energy
consumption is based on the average time it takes to perform a classification
(see Figure 3c). The thin red vertical line is drawn in correspondence of the best
performance for TrueNorth. The same performance is achieved by the best SVM
implementation where the vertical black line is drawn. The horizontal arrow
indicates the reduction in energy consumption that would be attained if the
efficiency of digital machines reached the theoretical lower bound estimated by
Hasler and Marr (2013). The relationship between the number of SVs and energy consumption was determined by simulating the single-core configuration
of the Intel i7 chip running a program that implements an SVM at test time.
(c, d) Same as panels a and b but for the MNIST-back-image data set.

a conventional digital machine. More specifically, we estimated the energy expenditure of a digital SVM and the digital neural classifier using
a simulator that mimics the single-core configuration of the Intel i7 processor, which is the digital machine with best energy performance among
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Figure 5: Dependence of the energy consumption on the number of classes.
(a) Classification accuracy for TrueNorth, the digital neural classifier, and two
SVM algorithms, as a function of the number C of classes for the LaTeX data
set. The parameters of the different classifiers are tuned to have approximately
the same classification accuracy. (b) Number of support vectors and RCNs as
a function of the number of classes for the LaTeX data set. Given a number
C of classes, every point in the plot is obtained by training a given classifier
on C randomly sampled classes among the 293 available ones. This procedure
is repeated 10 times for every value of C and every type of classifier. Each
data point associated with the neural classifiers was in turn estimated from a
sample of 10 realizations of the random connections (squares indicate sample
means; error bars indicate the 0.1 and 0.9 fractile of the sample). (c) As in panel
b, but energy consumption as a function of the number of classes. Here we
also include the energy consumption of a digital implementation of the neural
classifier (legend: digital neural classifier).

those we simulated (see sections 3 and, in the appendix E). The energy
cost per support vector per pattern was estimated to be around 3.1 μJ, a
quantity that is not far above what is considered as a lower bound on energy consumption for digital machines (Hasler & Marr, 2013). For both the
TrueNorth and the digital neural classifier, we progressively increased the
performance by increasing the number of RCNs. For the digital SVM, we
controlled the performance level by varying the number of support vectors
(see Figures 5a and 5c) with the help of three different algorithms that minimize the number of support vectors and hence the energy consumption
(for more details, see the caption of Figure 4 and the appendix). The energy
consumption of the TrueNorth was estimated in both the early stopping
condition, described in the previous section, and in the case in which the
classification time was fixed at 500 ms (see Figure 8 in the appendix). Notice that the digital neural classifier carries out its classification by updating
all neurons in one step, and it does not exhibit any dynamics because its
neurons do not spike. In all the cases that we considered, the energy consumption was significantly lower for TrueNorth, being in the early stopping condition approximately two orders of magnitude smaller for both the
MNIST and the MNIST-back-image datasets, while still achieving comparable maximal performances (see Figures 5b and 5d). Interestingly the energy
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consumption for the digital neural classifiers and for the SVMs was comparable for both data sets.
2.7 Scalability. The MNIST data set has only 10 output classes. We wondered whether the advantage of TrueNorth in terms of energy consumption
is preserved when the number of classes increases and the classification task
becomes more complex. To study how the energy consumption scales with
the number of classes, we used the LaTeX data set, which contains 293
classes of distorted characters. We progressively increased the number of
classes to learn and classify, and we studied the performance and the energy consumption of both the digital implementation of the SVM and the
neuromorphic classifier. Specifically, given a number of classes that was
varied between 2 and 293, we selected a random subset of all the available
classes, and we trained both the SVM and the neural classifier on the same
subset. The results were averaged over 10 repetitions, each with a different
sample of output classes.
To make a meaningful comparison between the the energy consumed by
an SVM, the digital neural classifier and TrueNorth, we equalized all the
classification accuracies as follows. For each classification problem, we varied the margin penalty parameter of the standard SVC using grid search and
picked the best performance achieved. We then varied the relevant parameters of the other two classifiers so that their classification accuracy matched
or exceeded the accuracy of the standard SVC. Specifically, we progressively increased the number of basis functions (in the primalSVC method)
and the number of RCNs (in the neural classifier) until both reached the
target performance. For each classification problem we averaged over 10
realizations of the random projections of the neural classifier.
The results are summarized in Figure 5. The energy consumption is about
two orders of magnitude larger for the SVM throughout the entire range
of variation of the number of classes we studied, although for a very small
number of classes (two or three), the advantage of TrueNorth strongly reduces, most likely because the algorithms to minimize the number of SVs
work best when the number of classes is small. Overall, the energy advantage of TrueNorth over the SVMs implemented on conventional digital
machines is maintained also for more complex tasks that involve a larger
number of classes.
At this point, it is worth discussing the expected scaling for a growing number of classes. Consider the case of generic C classes’ multiclass
problems, solved by reducing the problem into multiple binary SVMs. In
the one-versus-all reduction scheme, each binary classifier is trained to respond to exactly one of the C classes, and hence C SVMs are required. In
general, each binary SVM uses a different set of support vectors, although
quite a few support vectors are typically shared by two or more binary
SVMs. Let NSV be the total number of unique support vectors used across
all SVMs. Classifying a test pattern requires computing the scalar products
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between the test pattern and all NSV support vectors. Since each such scalar
product requires Nin multiplications and sums, this step involves Nin · NSV
operations. The resulting NSV scalar products should then be multiplied by
the coefficients corresponding to each binary SVMs. This additional step
requires on the order of CNSV . If NSV scales linearly with C, as in the cases
we analyzed, then the total energy E will scale as
E ∼ NinC + C2 .
When C is small compared to Nin , the first term dominates, and the expected
scaling is linear. However, for C > Nin , the scaling is expected to be at least
quadratic. It can grow more rapidly if the support vectors are different for
different classifiers.
Interestingly, the expected scaling for the neural network classifiers implemented on TrueNorth is the same. The energy consumption mostly depends on the number of cores used, which is proportional to NC, the number
of RCNs multiplied by the number of classes. To see this dependence, note
that each core can receive up to 256 inputs, and therefore the total number
of cores has to be proportional to N/256, with · denoting the ceiling
function. In turn, the output lines of these RCNs have to project to the
readout layer, whose size is proportional to the number of classes. The total number of cores therefore grows as NC. In the cases we analyzed, N
depends linearly on the number of classes, and hence the energy depends
quadratically on C, as in the case of the SVMs when C is large enough.
Notice that there is a second term that also scales quadratically with C. This
term comes from the need to replicate the RCNs C times due to the limited
fan-out of the RCNs. Again, under the assumption of N ∼ C, this term also
will scale quadratically with C.
Finally, in the case of the digital neural classifier, we also obtain a similar
scaling. In this case, the energy consumption depends on the number of
operations that are needed to compute the activation of all the RCNs and
the output units. This number is proportional to Nin · N + NC. The second
term again scales as C2 when one considers that the number of RCNs scales
linearly with C.
Given that the scaling with the number of classes is basically the same
for TrueNorth, the digital neural classifier, and for the SVMs, it is not unreasonable to hypothesize that the energy consumption advantage of neuromorphic implementations like TrueNorth would also be preserved for a
much larger number of classes.
3 Discussion
Our results indicate that neuromorphic devices are mature enough to perform a real-world machine learning task and achieve a performance that is
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comparable to that obtained with state-of-the-art conventional devices with
von Neumann architecture, all just by using a tiny fraction of their energy.
Our conclusions are based on a few significant tests, based on a comparison
limited to our neuromorphic classifier and a few digital implementations
of SVMs. This clearly restricts the generality of our results and does not
preclude situations in which the advantage of the neuromorphic approach
might be less prominent. Notwithstanding very recent work on an alternative spiking neuromorphic hardware, the SpiNNaker platform (Painkras
et al., 2013), has demonstrated the successful implementation of a different
machine learning architecture, also with good performance on MNIST and
remarkably low power consumption (Stromatias et al., 2015). One of the
advantages of the TrueNorth chip is that it still offers the potential to be
interfaced through a spike-oriented asynchronous bus, with a neuromorphic sensor (e.g., a silicon retina; Delbruck & Lang, 2013), thereby keeping
up with the idea that neuromorphic neural networks may ultimately be
embedded in small and low-power systems for robotic applications.
In any case, the main merit of our study is to offer a solid comparison
with implementations on current conventional digital platforms that are
energy efficient themselves. In particular, the algorithm we used on conventional digital machines involves only multiplications between matrices
and vectors, the efficiency of which has been dramatically increased in the
last decades thanks to optimized parallelization. Furthermore, not only did
we try to match the classification performance of the competitors; we also
considered two additional SVM algorithms that minimize the number of
support vectors and therefore the final number of operations. Other choices
for SVM algorithms would certainly lead to different estimates for energy
consumption, but it is rather unlikely that they would change across two
orders of magnitude. It is possible that full custom digital machines would
be more energy efficient, but it is hard to imagine that they would break the
predicted energy wall discussed in Hasler and Marr (2013). If this assumption is right, neuromorphic hardware would always be more efficient when
performing the type of tasks that we considered. Moreover, analog neuromorphic VLSI or unreliable digital technologies might allow for a further
reduction of energy consumption, probably by another order of magnitude
(Chicca et al., 2014; Arthur & Boahen, 2011; Han & Orshansky, 2013). The
current energy consumption levels achieved by analog systems are very
close to those of biological brains in terms of energy per spike, although
many of these systems are relatively small, and it is unclear whether they
can ever be extended to brain-scale architectures.
Other promising hardware solutions have been used to implement neural network algorithms that are able to solve challenging real-world tasks.
An example is NeuFlow, implemented with both FPGAs (Farabet et al.,
2011) and as a full custom chip (Pham et al., 2012). The NeuFlow architecture
was designed to implement convolutional networks for visual recognition.
The FPGA implementation uses approximately 800 mJ per classification in
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a complex street scene parsing task. Comparing the energy consumption of
NeuFlow and our classifier implemented on TrueNorth would be difficult,
as the NeuFlow is a network that is significantly more complex than the
one we considered. Indeed, NeuFlow is a network with eight layers, which
contains many more neurons, being designed to process larger images.
More generally, the FPGA approach is interesting and extremely promising, and it should be considered in future benchmarks on energy consumption. FPGA architectures that are massively parallel are potentially more
energy efficient than the digital devices we considered. However, it is important to consider that current FPGA devices still suffer from two limitations. The first is that both FPGAs and microprocessors might need to access
external memory when a von Neumann architecture is considered (Gupta,
Agrawal, Gopalakrishnan, & Narayanan, 2015). In fact, high-end FPGA
chips still contain less on-chip memory than many of high-performance
microprocessors (e.g., one of the highest-end FPGA chips, the Altera Stratix
V, has a 6.4 MB embedded memory, whereas the i7 processor contains 8 MB
cache memory, which is also significantly faster). Because current on-chip
memory is barely sufficient to implement the networks we studied here,
an external memory would be required for larger networks. Accessing an
external memory while performing computation may greatly increase the
energy consumption. The second limitation is related to the mapping of the
algorithms that we considered on an FPGA chip. A direct mapping of the algorithm would be desirable for energy efficiency, but the needed abundance
of fan-in/fan-out connections, memory, and computation would probably
require a prohibitive amount of resources in an FPGA chip. These limitations can probably be overcome, but this would require a separate study.
Application-specific integrated circuits (ASIC) can be even more energyefficiency—for example the Kerneltron (Genov & Cauwenberghs, 2003) and
similar template-matching processors (Karakiewicz, Genov, & Cauwenberghs, 2007) or the full custom chip implementing the NeuFlow (Pham
et al., 2012). However, ASIC chips have very limited programmability and
are able to perform only the few specific tasks that the chips are designed
for.
It is also interesting to discuss the performance of other conventional
digital processors in the benchmarks we examined. Let us consider, for
example, some implementations of SVMs classifying the MNIST digits with
about 104 support vectors, which is roughly the number of vectors we need
to achieve the best classification accuracy. As we have shown, the singlecore configuration of Intel i7 takes about 8 ms to perform a classification, at
an approximate cost of 20 mJ. The IBM chip, in contrast, requires 1 mJ for the
longest classification times (500 ms) and 0.2 mJ for the average classification
time (100 ms). We also used simulations to estimate the energy cost of the
quad-core configuration of the Intel i7 processor that includes a level 3 (L3)
cache memory. This configuration consumes slightly more energy (about
50 mJ) than the single core configuration. This is mostly due to the baseline
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power dissipation of the additional circuitry implementing the large L3
cache, which is only partially compensated by the improvement in speed
(0.4 ms) over the single-core configuration. Another architecture that could
confer an advantage is ARMv7, which is a more energy-efficient yet slower
microprocessor often used in mobile technologies. We quantified the energy
cost of the ARMv7 and found that its energy consumption per classification
was substantially higher—around 700 mJ. The main reason for this high
consumption is that it takes more than 0.6 s to perform a single classification,
and such a long time is penalized by baseline consumption (which increases
linearly with classification time and takes up a large fraction of the total
energy needed for a classification). Finally, we considered the recent Xeon
Phi, which has a massively parallel architecture and is employed in highperformance computing applications. Because we do not have a simulator
for the Phi, we could only indirectly estimate a lower bound for the energy
consumption (see the appendix for more details). According to our estimate,
a single classification requires only 0.2 μs and uses about 16 mJ, which
would be significantly lower than the energy cost of the i7 and very close
to the estimated lower limit of energy consumption (Hasler & Marr, 2013),
but still larger than the consumption of the IBM chip. Notice, however, that
both the classification time and the energy consumption of the Xeon Phi
processor are very likely to be grossly underestimated, as they are simply
derived from the peak performance of 100 Tflop/s. The estimates for the i7
and the ARMv7 are significantly more reliable because we derived them by
simulating the processors.
To summarize, our results compellingly suggest that the neuromorphic
approach is finally competitive in terms of energy consumption in useful real-world machine learning tasks and constitutes a promising direction for future scalable technologies. The recent success of deep networks
for large-scale machine learning (Krizhevsky, Sutskever, & Hinton, 2012;
Deng, Hinton, & Kingsbury, 2013) makes neuromorphic approaches particularly relevant and valuable. This will certainly be true for neuromorphic
systems with synaptic plasticity, which will enable these devices to learn
autonomously from experience. Learning is now available only in small
neuromorphic systems (Mitra, Fusi, & Indiveri, 2009; Giulioni et al., 2011;
Arthur & Boahen, 2006), but new VLSI technologies may allow us to implement it in large-scale neural systems too.
Appendix: Detailed Methods
A Neural Classifier.
A.1 Image Sets for Classification Benchmarks. We used three data sets in
our study: MNIST, MNIST-back-image, and LaTeX. The MNIST data set
consists of images of handrwitten digits (10 classes) (LeCun, Bottou, Bengio,
& Haffner, 1998). The MNIST-back-image data set contains the same digits
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Table 1: Data Set Properties.
Data Set

Image Size Number of Classes Training Set Size Test Set Size

MNIST
MNIST-back-image
LaTeX

28 × 28
28 × 28
32 × 32

10
10
293

60,000
12,000
14,650

10,000
50,000
9376

of MNIST, but in this case the background of each pattern is a random patch
extracted from a set of 20 black and white images downloaded from the
Internet (Larochelle, Erhan, Courville, Bergstra, & Bengio, 2007). Patches
with low pixel variance (i.e., containing little texture) are discarded. The
LaTeX data set consists of distorted versions of 293 characters used in LaTeX
document preparation system (Amit & Geman, 1997; Amit, 2002). All data
sets consist of l × l pixel gray-scale images, and each of such pixel images is
associated with one out of C possible classes. The size of the pixel images,
the number of classes, and the sizes of the training and test sets depend on
the data set (see Table 1).
Preprocessing. Every sample image was reshaped as a l2 -dimensional
vector, and the average gray level of each component was subtracted from
the data. The dimensionality of the resulting image vector was then reduced
to 256 using PCA. To guarantee that all the selected components contributed
uniformly to the patterns, we applied a random rotation to the principal
subspace (see Raiko, Valpola, & LeCun, 2012). We denote by Nin = 256 the
dimension of that subspace.
A.2 The Architecture of the Network and the Training Algorithm. We map the
preprocessed Nin -dimensional vector image, s, into a higher-dimensional
space through the transformation
xi = f (wi · s),

i = 1, . . . , N,

where wi is an Nin -dimensional sparse random vector and f (·) is a nonlinear
function. This is the transformation induced by a neural network with
Nin input units and N output units with activation function f (·). More
succinctly,
x = f (WT s),

(A.1)

where W is a weight matrix of dimensions Nin × N formed by adjoining all
the column weight vectors wi and where f (·) acts componentwise, that is,
f (x) ≡ ( f (x1 ), . . . , f (xN ))T . The output of the random nonlinear transforin
mation, x, is used as the input to a linear NC -class discriminant, consisting
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of NC linear functions of the type y j =
compactly,
y = Jx,

N

k=1 J jk xk ,

with j = 1, . . . , C. More

(A.2)

where y = (y1 , . . . , yC )T , J is a C × N matrix and x is given by equation A.1.
A pattern x is assigned to class Cj if y j (x) > yk (x) for all j = k. The elements
of J are learned offline by imposing a 1-of-NC coding scheme on the output:
if the target class is j, then the target output t is a vector of length NC
where all components are zero except component tj , which is 1. For the
offline training of weights, we use the pseudoinverse, which minimizes the
mean squared error of the outputs. This technique has been shown to be a
good replacement for empirical minimization problems when the data set is
embedded in a random high-dimensional space, which is our case (Huang,
Zhu, & Siew, 2006; Rahimi & Recht, 2008; Tapson & van Schaik, 2013; Le
et al., 2013).
B Neuromorphic Chip Implementation. The chip is composed of multiple identical cores, each of which consists of a neuromorphic circuit that
comprises n = 256 axons, n neurons, and n2 adjustable synapses (Merolla
et al., 2011; Arthur et al., 2012; Merolla et al., 2014; see also Figure 1c). Each
axon provides the inputs by feeding the spiking activity of one given neuron that may or not reside in the core. The incoming spiking activity to all n
axons in a core is represented by a vector of activity bits (A1 (t), . . . , An (t))
whose elements indicate whether the neurons associated with the incoming
axons emitted a spike in the previous time step. The intersection of the n
axons with the n neurons forms a matrix of programmable synapses. The
weight of active synapses is determined by the type of axon and the type of
neuron the synapse lies on. Specifically, each core can contain up to four different types of axon, labeled G j = {1, 2, 3, 4}, whereas it can accommodate
an unlimited number of neuron types, each of which having four associated
synaptic weights Si = (S1i , . . . , S4i ). The strength of an active synapse conG

necting axon j with neuron i is Si j , that is, the axon type determines which
weight to pick among the weights associated with neuron i. The net input
G

received by neuron i at time step t is therefore hi (t) = nj=1 Si j Bi j A j (t),
where Bij is 1 or 0 depending on whether the synapse between axon j and
dendrite i is active or inactive.
At each time step, the membrane potential Vi (t) of neuron i receiving
input h(t) is updated according to Vi (t + 1) = Vi (t) − β + hi (t), where β is
a constant leak. If Vi (t) becomes negative after an update, it is clipped to
0. Conversely, when Vi (t) reaches the threshold Vthr , the potential is reset
to Vreset and the neuron emits a spike, which is sent through the neuron’s
axon to the target core and neuron. This design implies that each neuron
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can connect to at most n neurons, which are necessarily in the same core.
The initial voltage of each neuron was initialized by drawing randomly and
with equal probability from a set of four evenly spaced values from Vreset to
Vthr .
B.1 Signal-to-Rate Transduction. The input to the neuromorphic chip consists of a set of spike trains fed to the neurons of the input layer. To transform
the vector signal s into spike trains, we first shifted the signal by s̄ = 3σ ,
where σ is the standard deviation across all signal components of all patterns. The shifted signal was then scaled by a factor νsc chosen to ensure
moderate output rates in the RCN layer, and the result was linear-rectified
to positive values. In short, the input rate νi associated with signal si is
νi = νsc [si + s̄]+ , i = 1, . . . , Nin , where [x]+ is x if x > 0, or 0 otherwise. The
values νi were then used to generate regular spike trains with fixed interspike interval 1/νi .
B.2 Basic Architecture. The circuit is divided in two functional groups, or
layers, each comprising several cores. The first functional group is the RCN
layer, which computes the random nonlinear expansion in equation A.1.
The second functional group computes the C-class discriminant y = Jx. The
output of the classifier is just argmax j y j , where j runs over the C possible
categories. The argmax operation was not computed by the chip but was
determined offline by comparing the accumulated spike counts across all
outputs. In the following, we describe the implementation of the two layers
in more detail.
RCN layer. We first set the dimensionality of the input to the number
of available axons per core: Nin = n = 256. A convenient choice for W is an
n × N matrix where each column is a vector of zeros except for exactly m < n
nonzero entries, which are randomly placed and take a fixed integer value
w. We took m = 26, which corresponds to a connectivity level of around 0.1.
Lowering the connectivity has the advantage of decreasing energy costs by
reducing the number of total spikes and active synapses, without affecting
classification performance. The random expansion was mapped in the chip
by splitting the matrix WT into N/n submatrices of size n × n and using
each submatrix as the (Boolean) connectivity matrix Bij of a core.
With this arrangement, each of the N neurons distributed among the
N/n cores receives a sparse and random linear combination of signals.
Specifically, the average current received by each RCN is
hi =

n


W ji ν j ,

i = 1, . . . , N.

j=1

A zero-th order approximation of the firing rate of a general VLSI neuron
receiving a current hi is
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ri =

[hi − β]+
,
Vthr − Vreset

(B.1)

where Vthr is the threshold for spike emission and Vreset is the reset potential
(Fusi & Mattia, 1999).
We chose the parameters w and β to meet two criteria. First, we required
the fraction of RCNs showing any firing activity (i.e., the coding level f) to
be around 0.25. This coding level is a good compromise between the need
for discrimination and generalization, and it keeps finite-size effects at bay
(Barak et al., 2013). Second, we required the distribution of activities across
active RCNs to be sufficiently wide. Otherwise the information carried by
the spiking activity of the RCNs is too imprecise to discriminate among
patterns.
All the cores in the RCN layer receive exactly the same n-dimensional
input signal.
Readout. The readout matrix J was trained offline and mapped to the chip
architecture as follows.
• Weight quantization. Because the chip can hold only integer-valued
synapses, we need to map the set of all components of J into an appropriate finite set of integers. We started clipping the synaptic weights within
the bounds (−4σ, 4σ ), where σ is the standard deviation of the sample
composed of all the components of J. We then rescaled the weights to a convenient magnitude Jmax = 28 (see below) and rounded the weight values to
the nearest integer.
• Weight assignment. The TrueNorth connectivity constraints dictate that
each RCN can project to only one axon, meaning that there are at most
n = 256 synaptic contacts available to encode the C = 10 weights, J0i , . . . , J9i
associated with the ith RCN. We allocated 24 contacts per class and per axon
(see Figure 6). Each of these 24 contacts was divided in 4 groups comprising
6 weights each, with values 1, 2, 4, −1, −2, −4. This allowed us to represent
any integer weight from −28 to 28 (each of the 4 groups encodes a maximum
weight of 7, sign aside). To distribute any weight value w across the available
synaptic contacts, we decomposed w in a sum of four terms, given by the
integer division of w by 4, with the remainder spread evenly across terms
(e.g., 19 = 4 + 5 + 5 + 5). Each of these values was assigned to one group,
represented in base 2, and mapped to a pattern of active-inactive synapses
according to the weight associated with each axon-dendrite intersection.
Positive and negative weights, as well as strong and weak weights, were
balanced along a dendrite by changing the sign and order of the weights in
the crossbar (see the alternating colors and saturations in Figure 6).
• Negative threshold. For the readout to work properly, the firing activity
of readout neurons must be proportional to the linear sum of the inputs
from the RCNs. This requires neurons to operate in the linear regime of their
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Figure 6: Implementation of the readout matrix in a core. The diagram represents the first 8 input lines and first 48 dendrites (2 output units) of a typical
readout core. Under each axon-dendrite contact is a square that indicates the
potential synaptic strength at the site. Color indicates whether the connection
is excitatory (red) or inhibitory (blue), while the saturation level represents the
absolute value of the synaptic strength, which can be 1, 2, or 4 (low, medium,
and high saturation, respectively). Only the sites marked with a dot are active.
The green frame highlights all the synaptic contacts allocated for an arbitrary
weight of the readout matrix—in this case, J13 = −9, which is decomposed as
the 4-term sum −9 = −2 − 3 − 2 − 2 = −0102 − 0112 − 0102 − 0102 . Note that
in this particular axon, the ordering of weights is 20 , 21 , 22 (the right-most bit is
the most significant).

dynamic range, a regime that can be enforced by lowering the threshold βout
of readout neurons. We set βout < 0, which is equivalent to adding a constant
positive current to each neuron. If the current-to-rate transduction function
were the threshold-linear function of equation B.1, the baseline activity
induced by this constant current would be |βout |/(Vthr − Vreset ) per readout
neuron. The contribution of this background signal should be subtracted
from the readout outputs if one wants to get the equivalent to equation A.2,
although the step is unnecessary if one wishes only to compare output
magnitudes (as we implicitly do in order to find the maximal output).
C Support Vector Machines. We trained SVMs to perform multiclass
classifications based on a one-versus-all scheme, so that the number of
output units coincides with the number of classes (as in the neural classifier). SVMs were evaluated using arc-cosine kernels, which mimic the
computation of large feedforward networks with one or more layers of
hidden nonlinear units (Cho & Saul, 2010). For our particular architecture,
based on one hidden layer built with threshold-linear units, the kernel is
k(x, y) = xyJ1 (θ ), where J1 (θ ) = sin θ + (π − θ ) cos θ and θ is the angle
between the inputs x and y.
We considered three types of SVM. For the standard SVM we used the
open library libsvm (Chang & Lin, 2011), which we patched to include the
arccos kernel. The other two SVMs reduce the number of support vectors
without sacrificing performance substantially. One of such algorithms is
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primalSVC, which selects greedily the basis functions by optimizing the
primal objective function (Keerthi, Chapelle, & DeCoste, 2006). The other
method is based on the so-called cutting-plane subspace pursuit algorithm,
which reduces the number of support vectors by using basis functions that,
unlike standard SVMs, are not necessarily training vectors (Joachims & Yu,
2009). Such method is implemented in the library SVMperf. Unlike the other
two classifiers, SVMperf used RBF kernels instead of arccos kernels.

D Estimation of the IBM Chip Energy Consumption. The energy consumption of the IBM chip was computed by using the estimates of Merolla
et al. (2014), obtained by running a set of probabilistically generated complex recurrent networks (for more details, see Merolla et al., 2014, suppl. S7).
The total energy consumption comprises the baseline energy (15.9 μW per
core), the energy to emit spikes (109 pJ per spike), the energy needed to
read active synapses (10.7 pJ per active synapse), and the energy necessary
to update membrane potentials (1.2 pJ per neuron). We ignored the inputoutput energy needed to transmit spikes off chip and receive spikes on chip.
These numbers provide a reasonable estimate of the energy consumption of
systems with a conservative supply voltage of 0.775 V; most chips operate
near or below this estimate. For a setup with 214 RCNs, 26 dendrites per
class, and 10 classes, the power was about 2.08 mW, 95% of which corresponds to the baseline power. The energy consumption depends also on the
distance the spikes have to travel. In this respect, the estimates of Merolla
et al. (2014) are highly conservative as they required spikes to travel long
distances (21.3 cores away on average). In our case, each core communicates
only with another core, and the cores can be arranged in such a way that
the distance spikes need to travel is at most one.
D.1 Scaling of the Energy with the Number of Classes. The estimation was
based on the energy cost of the simulated classifications of the MNIST
data set and extrapolated to the designs required by an increasing number
of classes. As the number of classes C increases, so does the number of
readout neurons necessary to perform a classification and, therefore, so does
the required number of readout cores. Specifically, if we assign sc synaptic
contacts per axon and per class, we will need a total of scC output lines. These
output lines need to be connected to all the N neurons through the input
lines of the readout cores . Because each readout core can accommodate 256
output lines, connected to 256 input lines, the total number of readout cores
will be N/256scC/256 (· indicates the ceiling function). In principle the
number of RCN cores will be simply N/256. However, each RCN should
project to scC/256 cores, which implies that each RCN core must be cloned
scC/256 times due to the fan-out constraint—each RCN can project to only
one core. The total number of cores is therefore Ncores = 2N/256scC/256,
where the factor 2 accounts for the contributions of both the readout and
the RCN cores.
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The total number of spikes emitted was estimated from the reference
value we got from the chip simulation (for 10 classes, N = 214 , sc = 24,
and 500 ms of classification time), scaled appropriately for the new Ncores .
More concretely, if we denote by n0sp the number of spikes emitted during
our reference simulation, the number of emitted spikes in a general case
is nsp = n0sp scC/256(T/500)(N/214 ), where T is the duration of the simulation in milliseconds. We chose this duration to be T = 108 ms, the average
classification time of the chip implementation for the MNIST data set, when
the spike difference is 80 spikes and yields only 0.1% less in performance
than in the fixed-duration case (97.2% versus 97.3%). With T and the estimated values of Ncores and nsp , it is straightforward to compute the energy
consumption according to the values given in the previous paragraph.
E Energy Consumption in von Neumann Digital Machines
Configuration. The run time and power of microprocessors with von Neumann architectures were estimated with the recently developed simulators
GEM5 (gem5.opt 2.0) (Binkert et al., 2011) and McPAT (ver. 1.2) (Li et al.,
2009). For the estimation, we used an architecture configuration similar to
that of the recent Intel Core i7 processors (http://www.intel.com/content
/www/us/en/processors/core-i7-processor.html), which incorporate
state-of-the-art CMOS technology. Specifically, we tested both single-core
and quad-core configurations. The single-core configuration had a single
x86_64, O3 core architecture at 2.66 GHz clock frequency, with 32 KB
eight-way L1-i and 32 KB eight-way L1-d caches, 256 KB eight-way L2
cache, 64 B cache line size, and 8 GB DDR3 1600 DRAM. The quad-core
configuration had four of the X86_64, O3 cores at the same clock frequency,
with private 32 KB eight-way L1-i and private 32 KB 8-way L1-d caches,
private 256 KB eight-way L2 cache, shared 8 MB eight-way L3 cache,
64B cache line size, and 8 GB DDR3 1600 DRAM. The SVM code for the
quad-core experiment is rewritten with pthreads for multithread support.
For both configurations, the channel length was 22 nm, HP type, using
long channel if appropriate. VDD was 0.9 V, and thus slightly higher
than the 0.775 V used for the IBM chip. However, could we use the same
voltage in Intel i7 simulator, the energy consumption would be lower by a
factor (0.775/0.9)2 = 0.74. This 26% reduction would not change the main
conclusions about the energy consumption gap between the IBM chip and
the conventional von Neumann digital machines, which is two to three
orders of magnitude.
E.1 Simulations. The benchmark was the test phase of the SVMs, already
trained. Simulations showed that a modern microprocessor based on a von
Neumann architecture takes 180.6 ms to evaluate 20 test patterns with 8424
SVs, while consuming 519.5 mJ (DRAM energy consumption not included).
When we varied the number of support vectors from 61 to 8424, both the
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Figure 7: Simulation of a digital support vector machine. Number of operations
(a), run time (b), and energy consumption (c) required to classify one test pattern
from the MNIST data set, as a function of the number of SVs or RCNs used.
Measures were obtained from a (single- or multicore configuration of) an Intel i7
processor and correspond to three different systems: a digital implementation
of an SVM, both single and multithread, and a digital implementation of an
RCN. The straight lines in panel c are a least-square fits.

Figure 8: Performance versus energy consumption at a fixed classification time.
Panels are like in Figures 4b and 4d, but classification time is now fixed at 500 ms
rather than varying from trial to trial according to a stopping criterion.

run time and energy consumption grew proportionally to the number of
SVs, while the power was roughly constant due to the fixed hardware
configuration (see Figure 7).
To estimate how the energy used by von Neumann digital SVMs scales
with the number of classes, we ran another set of simulations with an Intel
i7 simulator, this time varying both the number of support vectors and the
number of classes in the classification problem. This step was necessary to
determine the overhead incurred when we increase the number of output
units. For a given number of classes, the energy cost per support vector was
estimated from the least-square fit of the energies against the number of
support vectors.
Mobile processor. We also investigated the run time and energy consumption of a more energy-efficient but slower mobile microprocessor performing the same target workload. The architecture configuration was ARMv7,
O3, single core, 1 GHz CPU clock frequency, 32 kB four-way L1i and 32 kB
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four-way L1d caches, and 128 kB eight-way L2 cache, which is similar
to the architecture of ARM Cortex-A9 (http://www.arm.com/products
/processors/cortex-a/cortex-a9.php). The technology node (22 nm) and
simulators were the same as in the experiment with the microprocessor
mimicking Intel Core i7. For the benchmark code with the largest number
of SVs, the task required 1.2 · 1010 operations that took 6.35 s at a cost of
7.34 J.
Discussion on Intel Xeon Phi. Massively parallel architectures have gained
a significant amount of attention to improve the throughput and power efficiency of the high-performance computing (HPC) technology, in response
to the relatively stagnated improvement in clock frequency. The Xeon Phi
coprocessor, recently developed by Intel, is one such effort (Chrysos & Engineer, 2012). It integrates more than 50 CPU cores together with L1/L2
caches, network-on-chips, GDDR memory controller, and PCIe interface.
Each core supports up-to 4-thread in-order operation and the 512b SIMD
VPU (vector processing unit). While the run time and energy-consumption
of the coprocessor are highly dependent on the target workloads, several
recent investigations quantified the performance and energy efficiency. In
the high-performance configuration, the system integrating Xeon and Xeon
Phi shows the throughput of 100 Tera floating-point operations (flop) per
second, the power consumption of 72.9 kW, marking the energy efficiency
of 0.74 nJ/flop (Chrysos & Engineer, 2012). The classification benchmark
codes (with the largest number of SVs) require 0.02235 Gigaflop on the
desktop processor configuration similar to Intel Core i7. At a first-order approximation, therefore, the Xeon and Xeon Phi-based system takes 0.2235 μs
and uses 16.5 mJ per classification. This energy consumption seems significantly lower than the one of the Intel Core i7 and very close to its lower
bound, which is approximately 3 mJ. However, one should keep in mind
that the energy is grossly underestimated; not only did we ignore the energy
needed for the RAM, but we also neglected the cost of the non-floating-point
operations, which are approximately twice as many as the floating-point
operations. For all these reasons, it is difficult to compare the energy consumption for the Xean Phi to the Intel Core i7. In any case, even for our
very conservative energy consumption estimate, the IBM chip remains significantly more energy efficient.
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